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ABSTRACT The increasing demand of low complexity and error tolerant design in signal 

processing systems is a reliability issue at ground level. Complex circuit is consistently affected 

by soft errors in modern electronic circuits. Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) plays a key role in 

many communication and signal processing systems. Different algorithms have been used in 

earlier techniques for achieving fault tolerant coverage design. In real time application systems, 

numbers of blocks operating in parallel are frequently used. The proposed work exploits a 

technique to implement fault tolerance parallel FFT with reduced low complexity of circuit area 

and power. In Partial summation along with error detection and correction hamming code is used 

for designing soft error tolerant parallel FFT shelter. This new method achieves lower 

complexity proportional to that of FFT design size. Based on these two schemes, two modified 

preserve techniques that combine the use of error correction codes and Partial summation are 

proposed and evaluated. First method, the Parity-Partial Summation and ECC uses one FFT with 

minimum Partial Sum blocks for reducing hardware area. Secondly, Parallel Partial Summation 

ECC used for correcting errors in multiple FFTs protective methods. The result for 4-paralle1 

and 6- paralle1 FFTs shows that the proposed technique effectively reduces area and power of 

fault tolerant design along with improved fault coverage.  

KEYWORDS: Fast Fourier transforms (FFT), EIC, Partial Summation, and ABFT. 

INTRODUCTION  

The CMOS technology scaling has made 

today’s designs more susceptible to 

radiation induced soft errors. Soft errors can 

alter the logical output of a circuit node 

creating an error that affects the system 

functionality [2]. The problem becomes 

more complexity of the soft error rate 

exponentially increases with that of circuits 

scaling. Single Event Upsets (SEU) also  

 

affects the reliability of the circuit due to 

variation in set-up and hold time. Various 

methods have been adopted earlier to 

mitigate soft errors. Specifically designing 

libraries used for complex circuit and 

modified manufacturing process such as the 

silicon on insulator design also used for 

minimizing the error probability. Adding 

redundancy to keep the design free from  
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temporary errors is also adopted in existing 

designs. Five modular redundancy 

mitigation techniques recovers the Error 

Module used to overcome the unintended 

behavior of the system by adding 

redundancy [7], [8], [9]. It adds two 

identical designs and a voter along with the 

original design to produce correct results. It 

increased the area overhead which not 

suitable for complex designs. Some 

techniques have been introduced to 

eliminate this problem by making changes in 

the algorithm (ABFT) [10]. Based on 

algorithms, the use of the Parseval theorem 

or sum of squares check is one the 

frequently used method. The SOS check 

states that the SOSs of the inputs to the FFT 

are equal to the SOSs of the outputs of the 

FFT. This correlation can be used to detect 

errors while using multiple FFTs. As the 

growth of SoC and NoC becoming 

increasingly popular, it is frequent to find 

FFTs working in parallel. This happens 

especially for applications in orthogonal 

frequency demodulation multiplexing 

(OFDM) systems, such as IEEE 802.11a/g, 

Long Term Evolution (LTE), and Digital 

Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) 

[11], [12]. A MIMOOFDM design also sees 

several FFTs operating parallel for obtaining 

diversity gain and to combat signal fading. 

So, keeping the FFTs secure was one of the 

important tasks in these kinds of 

applications. The FFTs in parallel increases 

the scope of applying error correction codes 

together. Generating parity together for 

parallel FFTs also helps in minimizing the 

complexity in some ECC [15]. By assuming 

that there can only be a single error on the  

 

system in the case of radiation-induced soft 

errors and may be two in worst case. The 

proposed new technique is based on the 

combination of Partial Summation combined 

with parity FFT for multiple error 

correction. The proposed schemes have been 

implemented using Xilinx FPGA to evaluate 

the protections of soft error for minimizing 

the power and delay of the output depends 

upon the area overhead. The rest of the 

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

contains highly based on Fast Fourier 

Transformation. In Fault tolerant error 

coverage techniques for parallel FFTs are 

shelter in best discussions of Section 3. 

From the analyzed report implementations 

are in briefly discussed in the Section 4 and 

Section 5 concludes the evaluated research 

results.  

Fast Fourier Transform  

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm 

converts a signal from time domain into a 

sequence in the frequency domain [13]. Fast 

Fourier transforms are widely used for many 

applications which include engineering, 

science, and mathematics. It computes 

transformations through DFT matrix. The 

FFT operation starts with decomposing N-

point time domain signal and calculating N 

frequency spectra and finally forming a 

single spectrum.  

The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is an 

important unit in many communication 

applications like OFDM, etc. DFT is also 

measured as one of the tools to act upon 

frequency analysis of discrete time signals.  
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The Discrete Fourier Transform is a 

continuous Fourier transform for the use of 

discrete functions. Given a real sequence as 

the input, the DFT outputs them as a 

sequence of complex numbers. The 

mathematical representation of the transform 

is  

 

If an N – point DFT is implemented directly, 

the necessity of arithmetic units is of the 

order of O(N2) that is N2 multiplications 

and N (N-1) additions. Thus FFT is used for 

designing the DFT. Depending on inputs 

being real or complex, the design of adders 

and multipliers are formed.  

Divide and Conquer Approach to 

Computation of the DFT 

 The reduction of computational complexity 

algorithm for DFT is made possible by using 

a divide and conquers approach. This 

approach decomposes a larger DFT into 

smaller one forming a collective FFT 

algorithm. Let us consider N-point DFT. It 

is one of the well-organized ways to 

implement Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) due to its compact use of arithmetic 

blocks. The FFT and inverse FFT of an N 

point signals are given below 

 

 

From the above equation it is evident that 

both FFT and its inverse are almost same 

with small variation. Inverse FFT design is 

formed by using divide by N-point and 

taking the conjugate of the twiddle factors. 

Due to the frequent use of FFT in modern 

wireless designs, higher radix FFTs such as 

radix-4, radix-8, radix-2k, split radix, etc. 

are designed for improving the performance 

timing and reducing the complexity. The 

difference between these designs is based on 

their butterfly units. Basic concept of 4-

points DIF FFT circuit which applies Radix-

2 architecture is in Figure 1 shows 

calculation signal flow graph about discrete 

Fourier coefficient of N=4. Here W4 0 , W4 

1 are the twiddle factors of the four point 

Fast Fourier Transform. Note, under the 

arrow of is subtraction; twiddle factor at the 

top of line is multiplication. In butterfly 

processing element that is shown red line 

make be corresponding to next block in the 

slide diagram. Another butterfly processing 

element colors are same. This is the 4 points 

FFT circuit for parallel input. Generally, 

FFT analyzes an input signal sequence by 

using decimation-in-frequency (DIF) or 

decimation-in-time (DIT) decomposition to 

design an efficient signal-flow graph (SFG). 

Here, the paper work focuses DIF 

decomposition because it matches with 

various pipelined designs. x(0), x(1), x(2) 

and x(3) are the input time domain signals 

with 1, -1 and –j as the twiddle factors 

producing X(0), X(1), X(2) and X(3) as the 

frequency domain outputs. 
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Error Tolerant Techniques for Parallel 

FFTs 

 Error Correction based on Hamming Codes 

The aim of error tolerant design is to protect 

parallel FFTs from errors. Various schemes 

have been proposed for error detection and 

correction in FFTs. One of the basic and 

simple methods is error correction using 

hamming codes. Unlike parity code which 

can detect only odd bit error, the hamming 

code can detect two bit errors and correct 

one error. Similar to other error correction 

codes, hamming codes also utilizes the 

parity bit which is generated for the 

corresponding input sequence for detecting 

errors [14]. It achieves higher code rate with 

minimum distance of three. The number of 

parity bits depends on the total number of 

data bits. For example, hamming code with 

4 information bits produces 7 encoded data 

bits with its difference being the parity. In 

this case, the three parity bits h1, h2, h3 are 

computed as a data bits c1, c2, c3, c4 as 

described below: 

 

 

The limitations of is that, during the multiple 

error scenario hamming code will not be 

able to exactly identify the individual FFTs 

with error. Fault tolerant FFT based on 

Parseval’s check Parseval’s method is one of 

the techniques to detect errors parallel in 

multiple FFT. This is achieved with Sum of 

Squares (SOSs) check [5] based on 

Parseval’s theorem. The error free FFT 

should have its Sum of Squares of the input 

equaling the Sum of Squares of its 

frequency domain output. This correlation 

can be used to identify errors with minimum 

overhead. For parallel FFTs, the Parseval’s 

check can be combined with the error 

correction codes to minimize the area 

overhead. Multiple error detection and 

correction is achieved through this 

combination. One of the easy ways is to 

generate the redundant input for single FFT 

with all the four FFT inputs. To correct error 

the parity FFT output is XORed with fault 

free outputs of the FFTs. Compared to the 

previous schemes presented in the Fault 

Tolerant Parallel FFTs Using Error 

Correction Codes and Parseval Checks [1], 

this technique reduced the total number of 

Sum of Squares used. Another existing work 

done is by combining SOS checks with 

hamming codes instead of using Parseval’s 

check individually as shown in Figure 2. 
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This method combines the feature of parity 

calculation of hamming codes and error 

detection process of Sum of Squares. 

Concurrent Error Detection (CED) schemes 

for the FFT are the Sum of Squares (SOS) 

check based on Pa theorem. The use of 

parseval check is exponentially reduced to 

the direct comparisons of FFTs inputs and 

outputs used to protect parallel FFTs 

Proposed Error Indicator and Corrector 

Techniques  

The proposed work focuses on two new 

techniques for reducing the hardware 

overhead and increasing the error correction 

capability. The Figure 3 describes the new 

technique which focuses on the existing 

systems limitations. The technique analyzed 

in the previous work has certain limitation 

due to the complexity of handling larger 

number of FFTs and Sum of Squares block. 

Instead of using Sum of Squares, Partial 

summation is used for calculating its parity 

at the input and the output side of the FFT. It 

sums all possible node values of 4-point 

FFT along with the twiddle factors.  

 

Multiplication operation which leads to the 

complexity in Sum of Squares is thus 

eliminated using only the adder blocks. 

Technique 1 also uses 3 parallel redundant 

FFT in the case of 4-parallel FFT design for 

correcting multiple errors in fault tolerant 

for soft error. 

 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the Parity Partial 

Summation block for less error prone 

applications. For example when the error 

occurs in A1 and A2 then it can be detected 

by the partial summation used individually 

for FFT blocks. The first check equation is  
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selected in such a way that the both error 

block signals are not present. 

 

The combination of parity PS-ECC fault 

tolerant parallel FFT reduces the number of 

additional FFTs to just one and also reduces 

the shelter overhead. In our implementation 

those blocks are protected with adders used 

to compute the inputs and the outputs to the 

redundant FFTs in the existing technique 

with a small impact on circuit complexity as 

they are much simpler than the FFT 

computation. 

 

Figure 5 shows implementation architecture 

of partial summation block. The sequential 

input and output of the 4- point FFT is fed to 

the magnitude sum block. The magnitude 

comparator compares the input and output 

for verifying the FFT output. If both are 

equal then the FFT is soft error free. 

 

 

The overhead of the two new proposed 

techniques along with the general ECC is 

shown in Table 1. For the less error prone 

applications technique two can be used with 

Partial summation block replacing the 

Parseval check. Both the new techniques 

proposed uses minimum hardware resources 

compared to the existing design by the 

modification of Partial summation block for 

Sum of Squares.  

Evaluation Results  

A four-point DIF-FFT FFT is computed for 

both 4-parallel and 6-parallel designs and 

results shows that the proposed Parallel 

Partial Summation ECC technique results 

reduced hardware resources such as gate 

count, slice and LUTs. 

 

The resource utilized for single FFT is 

shown in Table 2. The two proposed 

techniques have been implemented on an 

FPGA and evaluated both in terms of 

overhead and power. The analysis of two 

new techniques with its area, power and  
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delay parameters is implemented using 

Xilinx ISE environment. With this 

alternative new scheme formulation, it is 

clear that the scheme can be used for any 

number of parallel FFTs for soft error 

detection and correction. Various results 

show the effectiveness of the proposed 

scheme in terms of various parameters. 

 

It is inferred that the Table 3 shows that 

various parameters like Gate count, 

FlipFlops, LUT, Slices, power and delay 

have been analyzed and the comparative 

results of 4-Parallel FFT furnish the best 

performance fault tolerant error free result. 

 

Table 4 shows the comparative results of 6-

Parallel FFT Parity-SOS-ECC with two new 

techniques. Considerable improvement also 

achieved in terms of power and delay. The 

other proposed technique Parity Partial 

Summation ECC results again further  

 

improved hardware design utility compared 

to Parallel Partial Summation ECC. From 

this analyzed view to reduce power and 

design area of the new proposed techniques 

using to the parity Partial Summation ECC 

than existing partial check ECC technique. 

 

To further demonstrate this phenomenon, 

the number of slices required for the 

different schemes, LUTs and number of 

FFTs is plotted as shown in Figure 6 and 

Figure 7 for 4-Parallel and 6-Parallel designs 

respectively. For larger number of parallel 

FFTs, both the proposed techniques produce 

improved result. From the Figure 6 above it 

is inferred that efficiency of the proposed 

method results were minimum utilization of 

hardware resource such as Flip-Flop, LUT 

and Slices. Parity Partial summation 

produces the optimized result compared to 

the other methods. 
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From the Figure 7 above it is inferred that 

efficiency of the proposed method results 

among the minimum utilization of hardware 

resources. First method, the Parity-PS-ECC 

uses one FFT with minimum Partial 

Summation (PS) block for reducing the 

complexity of the design. Second method of 

Parallel partial Summation ECC used for 

correcting errors in multiple FFTs. It can be 

observed that six parallel FFT is the value 

for which parity-PS and ECC have almost 

same resource utilization with better 

performance of power and delay values. The 

Figure 8 shows the output result of the 

design summary window obtained in Xilinx 

ISE. It contains the total number of various 

hardware resource utilized for the new 

proposed technique for four-parallel Parity 

Partial summation methods as already 

mentioned in the Table 3. The 4-FFT and 

the different fault tolerant schemes have 

been implemented using VHDL. Then, the 

design is synthesized using Virtex-4 

xc4vlx80 Xilinx FPGA. 

 

 

From the Figure 9 shows the power report of 

the new proposed design obtained in Xilinx 

ISE. It contains the total power consumed 

for the proposed 4-parallel Parity Partial 

summation method as mentioned in the 

Table 3. 

 

A final observation is that the ECC scheme 

can detect all errors that exceed a given 

threshold. On the other hand, the Partial 

summation technique is used to detect all 

errors.Therefore, to compare the two 

techniques for a given implementation, fault 

injection experiments should be done to 

determine the percentage of errors that are 

actually corrected. This means that an 

evaluation has to be done both in terms of 

overhead (power and area) and error 

coverage. The Figure 10 and Figure 11 

shows the output result of the simulation and 

FPGA hardware after implementing of the 

new proposed design. The first screen shots 

the output of the first FFT with error and the 

second one shows its corrected output. The  
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actual output of the 4-point real input is 1, 2, 

3 and 4 should produce 01010 at X (0). But, 

due to the error it produces the error output 

01001. From the second screen shot of 

Figure 10 is inferred that the error is 

corrected and the actual output 01010 is 

displayed. From the second snapshot of 

Figure 11 is inferred that the error is 

corrected and the actual output 01010 is 

displayed through LED. 

 

Conclusion and Future Work  

The fault secure design of parallel FFTs 

against multiple errors is analyzed and two 

new techniques based on Partial Summation 

is implemented. The evaluation result shows 

that both the approaches results in low 

complexity and low power consumption. 

The parallel Partial summation ECC can 

reduce the hardware resource utilized by the 

Sum of Squares and also correcting errors in 

multiple FFTs. The second technique  

 

without hamming codes further reduces the 

area which is used less error prone 

applications. Compared to the existing 

counter methods, the result of proposed 

four-parallel and sixparallel shows the area 

optimization by 59% and 65% along with 

the 99.97 fault coverage criteria. In the 

future work, a self adaptive system to 

overcome hard errors can also be taken into 

consideration.  
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